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QUESTION 1

In a network, the same gigabit running S and OSPF anti-tampering and fluttering as shown in the figure, on the two
border routers RTB and RTC are introduced into the wine route, the device question is to use gigabit one port strobe, ,
222 The network is introduced into the OSE via impotrote direct on the RTD, assuming that all other configurations are
dead default configurations, then the description of this network is wrong ? 

A. Adjusting the ISIS priority to 160 on the RTB avoids suboptimal routing problems in the network. 

B. On the RTC, the following configuration is adopted, only the routes of the 2222/32 cinder segment can be filtered out
when routing is introduced, IRTClip ip-prefix 10 index 1 deny2 000 8 less-equal 32 

C. RTB learns that the routing next hop for the 2222/32 network segment is RTA 

D. The following configuration can filter out the routes of the 2222/32 CIDR block of the white RTD when RTC
introduces OSPF routes. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What\\'s wrong about vrrp timers is? 

A. MASTER DOWN = (3*ADVER_ INTERVAL) + Skew_ time 

B. Skew Time= (255-Priority)/255 

C. By default, the time period for VRRP advertisement messages is 2 seconds 

D. By default, the VRRP preemption delay is I seconds 

Correct Answer: BCD 
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QUESTION 3

Which of the following sequences can be matched by the regular expression [^100|200]$? 

A. 300200 100 

B. 200 100 300 

C. 100 200 300 

D. 100,300,200 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 4

In a VXLAN network, traffic is connected to the VXLAN network, and it can also be used to communicate with the same
subnet within the same XLAN network 

A. NVE interface 

B. VXVAN L2 Gateway 

C. VXLAN L3 Gateway 

D. VLANIF interface 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Regarding BGP route filtering, the following description is wrong? 

A. The filtering relationship between Route-Policy\\'s noodes is "or." ", that is, as long as a node filter is passed, it can
pass through the Route-policyo 

B. For routes published locally, configure a routing policy that takes effect before the route is added to the BGP route
table. 

C. In the same node of Route-Policy, multiple if-match clauses for different attributes are "or" relationships. 

D. When a route to a BGP peer is received, a routing policy is enforced to filter unwanted BGP routes that are not added
to the local BGP routing table. 

Correct Answer: C 
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